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SPACE STATION-ERA
GROUND DATA HANDLING

Gene A. Smith
Code 563.1

Goddard Space Flight Center / NASA
Greenbelt, MD

ABSTRACT

o support the Space Station-era space data flows through ground facilities,Tplans to handle peak return link data rates ranging from 300 Mbps to 1200
Mbps and average rates growing from 50 Mbps to hundreds of Mbps are being
made. These numbers represent orders of magnitude greater rates than are
handled today. Simply relaying the data to destinations, however, is not sufficient
(nor so straightforward). Because of multiplexing of data, on-board tape recording
and playback, noise, and other problems with the space-to-ground link, these data
must be reassembled for users into the sequences in which the data were
originally produced on-board with error checking, retransmission, correction, or
flagging as required to eliminate or tag erroneous data.

In the past these services (called Level Zero Processing) have required large
operations staffs and have involved delays of 30 to 90 days for final formatting and
shipping of data tapes to users. NASA’s expectations for improving the SS-era
operations depend on providing time ordered, error corrected or flagged data sets
with no redundant data packets within 24 hours of receipt on the ground with
backup of data for one week. These data sets would be transmitted electronically
to data centers for higher level processing and would require no more operations
personnel than are required today for systems processing less than 1/100 of the
data.

To support a variety of user requirements, some of the data will be provided in
real time or, if recorded on-board, as priority playback data. Other data sets will be
created from on-board system engineering or housekeeping data combined with
attitude, position, and time parameters into ancillary data packets. On the ground
enhancement of the on-board ancillary data packets will provide standard
calibrations and transformations not available on-board. Remote access to an
interactive ancillary database will allow users to select and withdraw specified



parameters based on user-defined criteria. The collection of these services is
referred to as ground data handling and will be a critical component of the Space
Station-era ground data operations and mission management system under
development at Goddard Space Flight Center for NASA institutional support of
Space Station-compatible missions.

Challenges represented by this need for more ground processing capability
include:
C High speed, high rate multipath processors capable of continuous, real-time

operation.
C High volume data storage systems with high rate data ingest, rapid access to

separate segments of data sets, and high rate data output.
C Sophisticated information and system management services to provide system

configuration monitoring and control, user support, and minimal human
interaction.

C Interactive database structures with traceable parameter updating and self-
identified, standard data set formatting.

PLANNING

lanning for the Space Station-era ground data systems for telemetry dataPhandling is becoming clearer as the definitions and design of the on-board
systems for the Space Station Freedom Program (SSFP) manned base and
platforms are developed. The on-board data systems will include payload
instrument data processors and formatters; core system networks, processors,
and multiplexers; and output data framers and signal processors. The data
framing structures, on-board system architectures, playback conventions, and
data flow procedures all serve to delimit and shape the ground data handling
effort. With many payloads planned for the manned base and each platform,
several with very high peak data rates and others with many modes of operation,
the aggregate peak rates will match the capabilities of the Tracking & Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS) as it expands; and the composite average downlink
rates will grow proportionally or faster. These peak data rates are expected to
grow from 300 Mbps to 1200 Mbps as the TDRS service and allocation to the
SSFP is expanded, and the composite average downlink data rate should grow
from 20 Mbps to 100 Mbps or greater as more payloads are accommodated.

Simplifying conditions have been accepted by the SSFP for the on-board data
systems which have one effect of improving the ground data handling efficiency.
For formatting of payload data and relevant core engineering data (i.e., spacecraft
ancillary data), Consultative Committee for Space Data Standards (CCSDS)
packets have been baselined as the standard. Other data formatting can be



accepted as streams of bits without special services. For all downlink transfer
frames (asynchronous to the packets), CCSDS Advanced Orbit System (AOS)
virtual channel data units (VCDUs) have been adopted to return the data to the
ground in a standard, high rate-processable manner.

These planned peak and average data rates are two to three orders of magnitude
higher than today’s 50 Mbps peak and 200 Kbps average rates.

ARTIFACTS OF DATA TRANSPORT

nce the data touches ground, the ground data transport and handlingOsystems are responsible for moving the data to destinations and removing
artifacts of the space, space-to-ground, and ground data links. Many things
happen to a sensor measurement from the time it leaves an instrument to the time
an investigator or customer receives it:
C A measurement may be commutated with other instrument sensor readings

into data packets.
C Data packets may be multiplexed with other packets with different packet sizes

into a single data stream.
C Data packets may be recorded on-board.
C Data packets may be encoded for protection.
C Multiple data streams are sliced and multiplexed into synchronous, fixed-length

data frames in identifiable virtual channels (not specific physical channels).
C The channels are signal processed and transmitted from the spacecraft

through a TDRS link (at geosynchronous altitude) to one of the TDRS ground
terminals.

C At most of the on-board stages, fill bits, fill data packets, or fill frames may be
added to synchronize with the next level of data aggregation or with the
downlink bandwidth.

C The inverse of this process must be performed on the ground to recover the
sensor data stream as it was on-board.

Through each stage of this journey, bits may be lost or changed through noise,
playback error, or other transmission problems. On the ground, then, it is
necessary to recover and reassemble the original instrument data packet and
sensor measurement as produced on-board and to repair them (if possible). Error
checking is a crucial aspect of this process and may result in a retransmission
request back to the previous data transport node or, if supported, back to the
spackecraft on-board data system. Routine error correction may be performed if
an error detection and correction process was included to complement on-board 



Reed-Solomon, convolutional, or other encoding schemes; otherwise, a flagging
convention may be adopted to add header or trailer information noting
questionable data.

For any set of recovery procedures, some of the data will be irretrievably lost. The
percentage lost will depend on the level of encoding and protection added on-
board and the level of “massaging” performed on ground to recognize individual
data packets or measurements which are in error. When the instrument
identification is unreadable, a section of data cannot be recognized, or there is an
unrecoverable gap in the received data, an accounting process will characterize
all missing data for each spacecraft, sensor, and sensor mode by time, sequence
number, ratio to expected data, ratio to recovered data, and other figures of merit
appropriate to the project, mission, instrument, or processing center.

TODAY’S GROUND DATA HANDLING

oday, for the scientific experiments ferried on orbiting free flyers or STSTShuttle missions, several weeks are required for a central data system to
reassemble the data. Now all spacecraft time division multiplex (TDM) the data
measurements from instrument and system sensors. This puts sensor
measurements or partial measurements from different sensors into a rigorous,
time-ordered sequence of data words with a set number of bits per data word. On
the ground, many different steps are required to separate an individual
experimenter’s data measurements from the other words:
C The raw data stream is captured.
C The data frames are identified and time ordered.
C The frames are edited to the proper format.
C The data words are decommutated and formatted for each end user according

to a specified script.
C Assorted associated and correlative functions are performed.
After each of these level zero processing steps, data analysts evaluate the results
and prepare for the next one until the final step is perfomed and computer
compatible data tapes are generated for distribution to the users. Each new
mission entails substantially new programming and testing to produce new time-
check, edit, decommutation, formatting, and associated programs because few
format structures remain constant among the different spacecraft programs.
Typical commitments for data delivery call for 30 to 90 days for data turnaround
after acquisition on the ground.



Soon the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) and the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) will inaugurate the use of packets in on-board data systems. The ground
data capture and handling systems have been designed, developed,
implemented, and tested and now await the Shuttle flights to launch these free
flyers into orbit to begin the operational phases. The Packet Processor / GRO and
the HST Data Capture systems have been designed and baselined to provide
level zero processing and transmit data to destinations within 24 hours.

SPACE STATION-ERA OPERATIONS

arrying on the advances made in streamlining the turnaround time of data forCusers of  the new packet systems, the planning for the Space Station-era
data transport and data handling systems is involved in defining and evaluating
many options for meeting the variety of user-support services offered as general
services today while providing this support to more users at much higher data
rates. One set of options foresees the composite data streams from the manned
base and platforms coming into a return link processing facility at White Sands
collocated with the TDRSS ground terminals, where the data are separated into
virtual channels (VCs). These VCs are sent to network gateways which are
located at key NASA sites. The gateways receiving VCs containing data packet
remove the VC framing artifacts and recombine packet segments from sequential
VC frames with the same identification number and pass the whole packets and
related information over to a data processing facility for level zero processing.

For packets produced by low data rate experiment and system sensors and
multiplexed on-board, a centralized data handling facility concept has been
studied in detail and has evolved over the past few years to meet the
requirements and constraints within NASA’s program offices. This facility concept
proposes that the separated packet streams from the gateway be checked for
those packets required in near real-time by investigators or control centers and
then be transmitted directly to these users. Data packets recorded on-board may
also be identified on the ground for expedited handling, and these priority
playback data packets would also be shunted around the system and transmitted
to appropriate users.

All data packets (unless they are only needed in near real-time) are stored in
random access, high speed mass storage devices while pointer information
specifying each packet’s ID, mode, time, sequence count, storage location,
latency, etc. are extracted or computed. Over the next few hours, additional data
packets arrive after spacecraft tape recorder dumps are made through a TDRS;
and, by analysis of the data pointers, complete level zero processed data sets are
assembled representing time ordered, nonredundant, and quality-tagged



sequences of packets with a single instrument ID. These routine, production data
sets are then staged for electronic transmission directly to data centers and
experimenter sites. In addition, these data sets are sent within 24 hours of receipt
unless the recipient has specified extension of transmission (e.g., no
transmissions over weekends). All of the data are kept for seven days after receipt
to allow users to verify that the data sets are readable for analysis.

Another set of services has been incorporated into this data handling facility
concept which provides for the ground processing of spacecraft ancillary data.
These services will meet requirements of users for on-board system environment
measurements potentially affecting the interpretation of their data sets. Ancillary
parameters are read on-board, assembled together, and sent down in one of
several standard packets. These packets may be level zero processed and sent
directly to users as real-time ancillary packets, priority playback ancillary packets,
or production ancillary data sets; or they may be enhanced, if necessary, with
calibrations and coordinate transformations not available on-board. These
enhanced or derived ancillary data parameters are reassembled into data packets
in standard formats and sent to subscribers.

For investigators or other users of instrument sensor data who don’t need ancillary
data on a regular, routine basis, an interactive ancillary database has been
proposed which will permit remote site users to query interactively a spacecraft
ancillary database. This database would include all of the platform and manned
base ancillary parameters plus the enhanced and derived ones from the ground
processing system. It would also have an easily searched directory and catalog to
identify just the parameters or collections of parameters meeting user-specified
search criteria. An extensive set of software “tools” would be available to assist
the user in identifying and extracting items of interest.

In this concept summary, extensive detail on how data sets are specified, how
recipients and distribution details are characterized in the system, how errors and
anomalous data are handled, and how failure of system components are
contained without stopping the system have been omitted.

CHALLENGES

n preparation for requirements definition and preliminary design of this and otherIconcepts related to the ground data operations and mission management
services in the Space Station era, a number of technology challenges have been
identified. These revolve around the high data rate, fast access complement of
services which have been proposed to meet the requirements emerging for the
future. These challenges involve:



C High speed, high rate multipath processors which can operate on several high-
rate real-time data streams at one time, provide continuous operation for
extended periods, and provide flexibility in programming support. These
processors are expected to be networked together for rapid reconfiguration
and enable automated or even expert system management services.

C High volume data storage systems are required to allow high rate data ingest
to get data streams into the mass store in real-time; to provide rapid access to
quasi-randomly stored data packets and pointers; to provide multiple,
simultaneous access paths to check pointers or collect different sets of
packets at the same time; and to pass data packets at high rates out of the
storage system to facilitate data distribution.

C Sophisticated information and system management services are necessary to
provide system configuration monitoring to keep track of the processors,
storage, data network and other equipment status at all moments and to
initiate reconfiguration action as necessary. It will provide user support for
selection of data products and specification of criteria for selection of real-time
or priority playback data with minimal human interaction.

C The database structures for access and control of the production data mass
store and the ancillary database must provide for continuous updating with
assurance that the data are correct and reliable over long periods of time. The
interactive ancillary database must also provide traceable parameter updating
to allow corrections or adjustments to parameters, random aggregation of
parameters based on user-defined criteria, and self-identified, standard data
set formatting.
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